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MINUTES 
of the telephonic meeting of the 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS of PINECREST ACADEMY OF NEVADA 
March 24, 2020 

 
 The Board of Directors of Pinecrest Academy of Nevada held a telephonic meeting on 
March 24, 2020 at 5:30 p.m.   

 

1. Call to Order and Roll Call 

 Board Chair Thomas called the meeting to order at 5:30 p.m. with a quorum present. In 
attendance were Board Members Kacey Thomas, Craig Seiden, Jeff Cahill, Travis Keyes, and 
Marni Watkins.  

 Also present were Academica representatives Trevor Goodsell and Melissa Ventura. 

 

2. Public Comment and Discussion 

 There was no public comment.  

   

3. Approval of Minutes from the February 5, 2020 Board Meeting   

Member Watkins moved to approve the minutes from the February 5, 2020 Board 
meeting. Member Keyes seconded the motion, and the Board voted unanimously to approve. 

 

4. Approval and Acceptance of the School Safety Facility Improvements Grant 
Awarded to Pinecrest Academy of Nevada for the 2020/2021 School Year 

 Lead Principal Lisa Satory addressed the Board and stated that the safety grant had been 
approved for four of the campuses; adding that the amount granted had been just over $166,000. 
Lead Principal Satory explained that the grant would fund the installment of protective glass 
around front reception entryways, the purchase of “shelter-in-place” tape, cabinets for emergency 
items, padding for the front doors, and window coverings for when “shelter-in-place” was in effect.  

 Member Keyes asked whether there were any additional requirements that would need to 
be added into the acceptance of the grant. Lead Principal Satory replied that she did not see any 
additional items, nor follow-up responsibility; adding that it would be a one-time grant to support 
the purchase of the safety items previously mentioned.  

 Member Thomas asked for further detail regarding the safety glass. Lead Principal Satory 
replied that the glass would act similar to that of a bank; adding that the receptionist areas would 
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be enclosed by the glass and that a sliding window would allow for communication between the 
receptionist and the public.       

Member Keyes moved to approve the funds for the School Safety Facility 
Improvements Grant. Member Watkins seconded the motion, and the Board voted 
unanimously to approve. 

 

5.  Review and Discussion of Current Year Financial Performance 

Ms. Melissa Ventura addressed the Board and reviewed the current year financial 
performance as contained in the support materials; adding detail to the positive and negative 
variances presented in the report. Ms. Ventura stated that, as of February 29, 2020, the actual 
surplus for the entire charter was $833,833 with a budgeted surplus of $318,977, which resulted 
in a positive variance of $514,856. Ms. Ventura reported that the DSA funding of $600,193 and 
the miscellaneous revenue of $105,452 had been the major contributors for the surplus.  

Ms. Ventura reported that each campus continued to be under in copier fees despite a slight 
billing delay. She also stated that the amount for training and development would stay the same 
due to the numerous cancellations of conferences and travel associated with the trainings due to 
COVID-19. Ms. Ventura noted that the most over budgeted items included instructional supplies 
and interest expenses.   

Mr. Trevor Goodsell addressed the Board and noted that the copier expenses were 
significantly less since Pinecrest had changed contracts to AIS; adding that copier expenses would 
continue to be reduced permanently. Mr. Goodsell also noted that the bonding had gone very well; 
adding that they had secured an interest rate under 4% with payments for the Cadence campus 
being pushed back until the end of the year, saving $520,000 worth of net from the rent. Mr. 
Goodsell stated that the underwriter and financial advisor would participate in a future Board 
meeting to provide more in-depth details regarding the bond.  

Member Seiden asked how the day’s cash-on-hand looked now that the revenue was higher 
than anticipated. Mr. Goodsell replied that the year ended in the mid-forties close to the fifties. 
Member Seiden asked if janitorial services would be suspended for any amount of time. Mr. 
Goodsell replied that the campuses were on a summer cleaning schedule until classes resumed as 
normal.  

Member Thomas asked what the instructional supplies for Dual Enrollment entailed. Mr. 
Goodsell replied that the amount had been an up-front cost and would even out as the rest of the 
year played out. Member Thomas also asked what the amount for IT supplies entailed. Mr. 
Goodsell replied that he did not have that information at this time; adding that he would find out 
and let her know.  

Member Watkins asked whether or not it was known as to how much the schools were 
saving by going virtual at this time. Mr. Goodsell replied that rent and payroll, which were 80% 
of the budget, were still in effect; adding that contracted janitorial expenses would decrease and 
supplies would even out. Mr. Goodsell stated that he would have a better indication of the savings 
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and expenditures at the next meeting. Member Seiden stated that the schools would need to be 
conservative with their savings in preparation for any unexpected financial issues for the coming 
school year.          

 

6. Approval of EL Policy 

 Lead Principal Satory stated that the State of Nevada required that schools submit a Board-
approved English Learner (EL) policy. She explained that the policy was a more formalized plan 
of what was currently being done at each campus, including how students were identified, learner 
surveys, parent notification letters, types of interventions, and an immersive plan. The EL policy 
also detailed the professional development that teachers would receive and provided an exit plan 
for those students who developed a late EL acquisition.  

 Member Thomas asked if legal counsel had reviewed the policy. Mr. Goodsell replied that 
this type of document would have been reviewed by legal counsel; adding that the policy was 
standard as to the current practices of the school and that he was not concerned with any missed 
legalities. Lead Principal Satory stated that some of the verbiage for the policy had come from 
Mater Academy of Nevada’s EL policy that had been approved by the state and various other 
organizations.   

Member Watkins moved to approve the EL Policy for Pinecrest Academy of Nevada. 
Member Cahill seconded the motion, and the Board voted unanimously to approve. 

 

7. Review and Approval of Initial Budget for the 2020/2021 School Year  

Mr. Goodsell stated that the initial budget for the 2020/2021 school year, that had been 
prepared before the COVID-19 outbreak, was now impractical. Mr. Goodsell stated that an 
approved budget would still need to be submitted to the state for now and that a new budget would 
need to be formulated for approval once the financial effects of the virus were known. Mr. Goodsell 
explained that the State of Nevada was very dependent upon sales tax for its funding; adding that, 
due to the financial impact that the virus would have on the State of Nevada, he was expecting the 
funding to go in a completely different direction than what they had anticipated for the 
2020/2021school year budget.  

Member Seiden asked the principals if they thought online recruiting, as opposed to in-
person recruitment gatherings, would be successful in ensuring that the enrollment numbers were 
where they needed to be for the next school year. Principal Jessica LeNeave addressed the Board 
and replied that, as a system, they had focused most of their resources towards online student 
recruitment through social media efforts; adding that their resources had been put towards 
Instagram and Facebook ads for over a year and that they would continue to be a strong source. 
Principal LeNeave stated that her concern was that teacher recruitment would be challenged since 
the majority of new teacher hires originated at in-person job/recruitment fairs. She expressed a 
desire for having resources available to be able to recruit teachers online.  
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Lead Principal Satory agreed with Principal LeNeave and stated that, with the exception of 
the required printed marketing flyers, the Sloan Canyon campus had not printed any recruitment 
materials marketing to open enrollment; adding that Sloan Canyon campus had a full student 
enrollment and a healthy waiting list for all grade levels. Lead Principal Satory also agreed that 
using resources for online teacher recruitment would be important; adding that she had already 
completed several online teacher interviews through Zoom. She also stated that they were starting 
to see virtual hiring fairs; adding that they would continue to market through social media 
platforms, including Facebook and school websites, to retain the families that had pre-registered. 
Further discussion ensued regarding online student and teacher recruitment, advertising ideas by 
each campus, and assistance from Academica.    

Member Seiden moved to approve the initial budget for the 2020/2021 school year 
knowing that there would be several revisions to it in the future. Member Keyes seconded 
the motion, and the Board voted unanimously to approve. 

 

8.  Review and Approval of the Revised 2020/2021 School Year Calendar 

Lead Principal Satory reviewed the revisions to the 2020/2021 school year calendar. She 
stated that the professional development day in February would actually be a non-school day and 
that October 16th would be classified as a professional day for parent/teacher conferences. Two 
data days had been added to the calendar to compensate for the cancelled professional development 
day.  

Member Watkins moved to approve the revised 2020/2021 school year calendar. 
Member Keyes seconded the motion, and the Board voted unanimously to approve. 

 

9.  Update and Analysis of COVID-19 Action Plan, Communications, Alternate 
Instruction Plan, and School Travel  

 Member Thomas thanked the entire Pinecrest Academy of Nevada community for their 
incredible efforts in getting each campus ready for virtual instruction. She commended Pinecrest 
for being a leader and example within the State of Nevada and expressed her sincere gratitude for 
the hard work and commitment that had been seen and felt as the campuses transitioned to online 
instruction. Lead Principal Satory thanked member Thomas for her support and acknowledged that 
it had been an interesting and challenging time; adding that the teachers and staff had come 
together and had been working non-stop to get things done. A time-line of events followed: 

Monday, March 16, 2020 

• Staff meetings were held ensuring everyone knew how to utilize the online instructional 
tools and to set up virtual classrooms.  

• Students collected needed materials from their classrooms and lockers. 
• Chromebooks and additional resources were distributed to families who needed them. 
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Tuesday, March 17, 2020 

• Chromebooks and additional resources were distributed to families who needed them. 

Wednesday, March 18, 2020 – Friday, March 20, 2020 

• Soft launch of online instruction where students were able to access and explore the online 
platforms by submitting assignments, navigating through the tools, and communicating 
with one another. 

• Content was strategic and aligned with what the students were already familiar with 
included the continuation of lessons in their workbooks, classroom discussions, and 
assignments and lessons they needed to complete. 

• Overall parent feedback had been positive regarding the speed and efficiency with how 
things were put into place for continued education, the communication between parents 
and the school, and the support given to the parents by the school. 

      Lead Principal Satory explained that the distance education plan for all the campuses had 
been approved by the State and that regular calls to the SPCSA were being made ensuring things 
were going as planned; adding that the Authority had been very supportive and helpful in 
answering questions. Lead Principal Satory also reported that SPED services were continuing 
through this time with teachers maintaining all the minutes they could by hosting small online 
groups, providing what accommodations they could, and making sure all students’ needs were 
being met.  

 Lead Principal Satory reported that, in regards to field trips, some had been cancelled with 
full refunds while others would be looked at case by case; adding that they were trying to 
reschedule some of the field trips, or have funds rolled over to next year’s trip. She also reported 
that all sports had been suspended but refunds had not been made yet; adding that the schools were 
hoping to be able to continue the spring season when school was back in session.  

  Member Thomas asked what type of parent feedback the principals were receiving. 
Principal Michael O’Dowd replied that, at Inspirada, they were receiving positive feedback from 
the parents. He continued that, on average, students would be spending around three to four hours 
a day completing assignments and conferencing with their teachers.  

Member Thomas asked if there was an update on the Cadence field trip to Hawaii. Principal 
LeNeave replied that, the last she had heard, the amount for the festival itself would be credited 
back to the school; adding that she was still waiting to hear whether the flights, student adventures, 
accommodations, and food would be refunded. Principal LeNeave explained that Cadence had 
multiple trips planned for the month of March with the Hawaiian trip costing $89,000 alone. 
Member Thomas asked how the parents were taking the news of the field trips. Principal LeNeave 
replied that she had been upfront with the parents that refunds were on the back burner for now 
while everything else was being settled. She continued that, with the exception of a few families, 
most parents were fine waiting for the updates; adding that there were a few families experiencing 
financial hardships and asking for refunds to off-set those hardships. Principal LeNeave assured 
the Board that they were moving as quickly as possible to resolve the parents’ concerns regarding 
refunds.  
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 Member Thomas asked the principals how the teachers were doing. Principal LeNeave 
replied that most teachers were on-board with doing what was best for the students right now and 
were grateful for their continued employment. Teachers were sharing ideas and fine-tuning their 
practices while continuing to move forward. Principal O’Dowd stated that it was amazing to see 
teachers, staff, and administration come together to create an online plan in one day; adding that it 
had been a bonding experience. Principal O’Dowd suggested that, if there was money available, it 
would nice to reward the teachers with a spring bonus for their efforts during this time.  

Principal Wendy Shirey addressed the Board and stated that the teachers had received the 
email from member Thomas offering support and thanks for their efforts; adding that the teachers 
had responded with their appreciation to the Board for their support; adding that the teachers were 
in a better state of mental health as they were able to continue to teach. Principal Shirey also stated 
her support in giving the teachers a spring bonus if the budget could support it.  

Principal Jon Haskel addressed the Board and agreed with what had been previously stated 
by the principals regarding an appreciation bonus for the teachers; adding his gratitude to the other 
principals for helping him as a first-year principal. He also thanked the Board and Academica for 
supporting the schools. Lead Principal Satory reported that Sloan Canyon was doing well but that 
teachers felt that they were on-call 24/7; adding that the teachers had been trying to juggle their 
time and responsibilities to find consistency.  

 Member Thomas expressed her thanks and appreciation to Academica for providing 
support to the principals and to the Board at all hours of the day. Member Keyes expressed his 
appreciation to all the administration, staff, and teachers for their tireless efforts and commitment 
to the education of their students. Member Watkins also expressed her thanks to the schools and 
stated that their extra efforts had made a difference within the community. Mr. Goodsell stated his 
appreciation to Mr. Ralph Krauss for securing all the Zoom accounts and making sure the 
campuses were ready for online instruction.   

 Member Thomas stated that the Board would take into consideration everything that had 
been said including a possible spring bonus for the teachers. She also asked the principals to 
express her gratitude to all the teachers; adding that the Board would need to be fiscally responsible 
before committing to anything, but that the Board would try to do something to thank everyone 
involved.  

 Member Watkins asked if there had been confirmation from the State as to when the 
students would be able to return back to school. Mr. Goodsell replied that the Department of 
Education had reported an April 16th return date but that they would take it day by day.                 

 

10. Public Comments and Discussion 

 There was no public comment.  
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11. Adjournment 

 The meeting was adjourned at 6:28 p.m. 

 

 Approved on:  

 

______________________________ 

 

_______________________________ 

Secretary of the Board of Directors 

Pinecrest Academy of Nevada 

Signature:

Email:
Marni Watkins (May 19, 2020 19:22 PDT)

Marni Watkins

Marni Watkins

May 19, 2020

marni@battleborn.vegas
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